Mucoepidermoid carcinoma of Maxillary Sinus
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ABSTRACT

Malignant tumors of the paranasal sinuses are uncommon, constituting less than 1% of all malignancies and 3% of all head and neck cancers. Nonsquamous cancers of the maxillary sinuses are even rarer as is evident from the limited data available on the clinical characteristics and outcomes. Mucoepidermoid carcinoma (MEC) accounts for 13% of all malignancies occurring in maxillary sinus. Maxillary MEC have a worse prognosis than mandibular lesions and it should be followed-up for a longer period due to the possibility of late recurrence or regional metastasis. We report a rare case of mucoepidermoid carcinoma of maxillary sinus in a 16-year-old female with clear cell predominance.
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Introduction
Malignancies of the nasal cavity and paranasal sinuses constitute fewer than 1% of all malignancies and 3% of upper aerodigestive tract malignancies. The majority of these tumors are in the maxillary sinus, and squamous cell carcinoma is the commonest histological type.[1] Mucoepidermoid carcinomas arising from mucous glands of maxillary sinus are extremely rare and accounts for 1% of all malignancies occurring in maxillary sinus.[2] Sinonasal malignancies occur twice as often in males as in females, and are most often diagnosed in patients 50 to 70 years of age.[3] We report a rare case of mucoepidermoid carcinoma of maxillary sinus in a 16-year-old female with clear cell predominance.

Case report
A 16yr old female presented with a complaint of swelling on right side of face since 3yrs which has gradually increased to present size. The swelling was associated with the pain which was pricking type; intermittent; dull; etching and aggravate on swallowing; was to be relieved by itself. Patient complained of nasal obstruction and slight difficulty in breathing. There was no significant past medical history, family history or personal history.

Extra orally a solitary diffuse swelling was noticed unilaterally on the right middle one-third of the face causing gross asymmetry of the face. Swelling was irregular, measuring about 5 cm in its greatest extension, located over the malar region, extending from infraorbital rim to the corner of mouth. Swelling resulted into drifting of the nose towards the left side [Fig.3]. The H and E stained sections of the biopsy specimen showed solid sheets, islands and cords of epidermoid cells, mucus-secreting cells and abundance of clear cells in fibrovascular stroma[Fig.4,5]. The sections were stained with mucicarmine and Periodic acid Schiff’s reagent (PAS) to assess the nature of clear cells. The eosinophilic material in cyst like spaces was PAS and mucicarmine positive. Mucous secreting cells were visualized through mucicarmine staining [Fig.6]. The clear cells retained PAS positivity after diastase digestion [Figure 7] with a focal positivity for mucicarmine [Fig 6]. Diagnosis of low grade mucoepidermoid carcinoma of maxillary sinus with predominant clear cells was made and further confirmed by histopathological examination of excisional specimen. The patient has been on regular follow up for the last 6 years without any evidence of recurrence.

Discussion
Primary central MEC has been reported in the first to seventh decade; however, cases occurring in the fourth and fifth decades are most common.[4] In children, gender ratio and the mandible to maxilla ratio is 1:1, whereas in adults: MEC is slightly more common in women and the posterior mandible. [5] In this case the lesion was seen in 16 yr female patient.

Computed tomography of right maxilla revealed an extensive contrast enhancing lesion in maxillary sinus with a soft tissue density and measuring 6 × 5.4 cm. Coronal and axial sections revealed a primarily multilocular lesion involving medial and lateral wall of maxillary sinus (medially and laterally) and hard palate inferiorly and superiorly drifting the orbital floor. Drifting of nasal septum and nasal turbinate towards the left side [Fig.3]. The H and E stained sections of the biopsy specimen showed solid sheets, islands and cords of epidermoid cells, mucus-secreting cells and abundance of clear cells in fibrovascular connective tissue stroma[Fig.4,5]. The sections were stained with mucicarmine and Periodic acid Schiff's reagent (PAS) to assess the nature of clear cells. The eosinophilic material in cyst like spaces was PAS and mucicarmine positive. Mucous secreting cells were visualized through mucicarmine staining [Fig.6]. The clear cells retained PAS positivity after diastase digestion [Figure 7] with a focal positivity for mucicarmine [Fig 6]. Diagnosis of low grade mucoepidermoid carcinoma of maxillary sinus with predominant clear cells was made and further confirmed by histopathological examination of excisional specimen. The patient has been on regular follow up for the last 6 years without any evidence of recurrence.

The pathogenesis of intraosseous MEC is much debated. It may originate from[6]

- Entrapment of retromolar mucus glands within the mandible which undergo neoplastic transformation
- Neoplastic transformation of mucus secreting cells found in the pleuripotent epithelial lining of dentigerous cysts associated with impacted third molars.
- Developmentally induced embryonic remnants of the submaxillary gland with a similar origin.
- Neoplastic transformation and invasion from the lining of maxillary sinus

Diagnostic criteria for intraosseous MEC proposed by Alexander and
The origin of the lesion in our case seems to be from the sinus epithelial lining since the lesion was grossly involving the maxillary sinus with palatal involvement, as confirmed on CT imaging.

Radiographic examination is important to know the diagnosis and to know the extent of the lesion particularly in case of maxillary lesions. The radiologic features are usually a well-circumscribed uni-or multilocular radiolucency with the periphery of the lesion is mostly well-defined, corticated and often crenated or undulating in nature, which is similar to a benign odontogenic lesion. The multilocular lesion has an internal structure that resembles a soap bubble or honeycomb as in our case.

Histologically in addition to the typical features of MEC such as cystic spaces lined by mucus cells and epidermoid cells, an unusual finding in our case was the presence of predominant clear cells. Clear cells may be a predominant component or rare finding in salivary gland tumors. Clear cells appear as large, polygonal cells with distinct outlines and a hydropic, water clear cytoplasm. The nuclei are small, vesicular or pyknotic, and centrally placed. The presence of clear cytoplasm can be due to three basic factors. First, due to intracellular accumulation of nonstaining components like glycogen, lipid, or mucin. Second, due to a true scarcity of cytoplasmic organelles, and thirdly due to a fixation artefact. The predominating presence of clear cells in otherwise definable lesions like MECs may lead to histologic misinterpretation.

This necessitates the consideration of various intraosseous lesions with a clear cell component. Differential diagnosis should include metastatic renal cell carcinoma, clear cell odontogenic carcinoma, and clear cell variant of calcifying epithelial odontogenic tumor. Maxillary sinus malignancies are very difficult tumors to treat and traditionally have been associated with a poor prognosis. One reason for these poor outcomes is the close anatomic proximity of the nasal cavity and paranasal sinuses to vital structures such as the skull base, brain, orbit, and carotid artery. This complex location makes complete surgical resection of sinonasal tumors a challenging and sometimes impossible task. In addition, MEC of maxillary sinus tend to be asymptomatic at early stages, appearing more frequently at late stages once extensive local invasion has occurred. The unfortunate combination of complex surrounding anatomy with late, advanced stage presentation therefore leads to the frequent local recurrence and subsequent poor outcome associated with sinonasal malignancies. Early diagnosis is critical for better prognosis of this tumor. So also it suggests that MEC of maxillary sinus should be considered in the differential diagnosis of swellings in maxilla.

Conclusion:
This rare case of intraosseous MEC with abundant clear cells emphasizes the need for establishment of definitive diagnostic criteria to distinguish the clear cell lesions of oral cavity and jaw bones.

Table 1: Diagnostic criteria for intraosseous MEC (Alexander, modified by Browand and Waldron)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intact cortical plate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radiologic evidence of bone destruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histologic confirmation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive mucin staining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absence of primary lesion in the salivary gland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusion of an odontogenic tumor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure Legends
Fig 1: Extraoral view showing solitary diffuse on right side of face.
Fig 2: Intraoral view showing solitary irregular swelling on right side of palate crossing the midpalatine raphe.
Fig 3: CT-Scan showing multilocular lesion with soap bubble appearance involving maxillary sinus and palate.
Fig 4: Photomicrograph showing solid sheets, islands of epidermoid cells, mucous cells and clear cell.
Fig 5: Photomicrograph showing predominance of clear cells.
Fig 6: Photomicrograph showing Clear cells - mucicarmine stain, ×400
Fig 7: Photomicrograph showing Clear cells - PAS with diastase resistance, ×400
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